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SUMMARY

During the winter of 1983, electromagnet i c,(UTEM) and magnetics surveys were 
done on the Homa-1 property, at the northwest corner of Matheson township, 
about 30km northeast of Timmins Ontario. The target of the program was a 
volcanogenic massive sulphide deposit.

The program outlined a shallow, moderate conductivity horizon (O5 mhos) 
which extends southeast across the northern portion of the property. The 
conductor has a strike length of greater than 3000' and extends off the 
northwest corner of the grid. To the south, numerous low (ft conductors were 
detected, having conductivity-widths of ^ 2 mhos.

INTRODUCTION

A geophysical program was carried out on the HOMA-1 property in search of 
massive sulphides. The program involved 9-02 miles of UTEM (a state-of-the- 
art turam-type time domain EM system) and magnetics. Those involved In the 
survey were K.N. Hendry (senior geophysicist), R.W. Holroyd (geophysicist), 
R.D. Lavigne (technician), as well as staff geologist R.A. Stanton working 
as an assistant.

There is no outcrop on the property so the proaram was completely one of 
geophysics. A thick cover of overburden blankets the area and has pre 
sented a problem to other previous electromagnetic systems.

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

The UTEM method is described in Appendix 1.

The survey was carried out using normal UTEM operating procedures. A 
transmitting loop approximately l mile by i mile was used and fronted on 
BL-0 of the grid. The operating frequency was 30.9 Hz. The magnetic survey 
utilized a total field proton precession magnetometer, the details of which 
are explained in Appendix 1.

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

See Appendix 2 attached. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The magnetic survey Indicated that the area has large magnetic relief, up 
to 1300 gammas, and outlines a general NW trend to the magnetic highs. 
Several localized magnetic highs occur on the grid complicating the contour 
pattern.



The overburden in this area has a conductivity of 0.3 mhos 
as manifest in the UTEM profiles for the early time channels.

A low conductive feature apparently attributable to a bedrock 
source occurs in the northern portion of the property, 
extending from 2000S on line 800W to 600S on line 2800S, 
and off to the northwest. This conductor is generally of low 
d"t (2-3 mhos), though moderate conductivities are indicated on 
lines 1200W and 1600W, which have e^f" values of 10 mhos and 15 mhos 
respectively. A steep northeast dip ( 700)-and a depth of 100- 
150' are indicated from the UTEM survey. The conductors occur 
along a distinct magnetic ; trend, about 200 gammas above background.

Other conductors also were identified in the central and southern 
portions of the property, following the same southeast trend. 
These anomalies have low conductivities ("2 mhos) and depths of 
about 100'.

CONCLUSIONS

The distinct magnetic trends outlined the local southeast geological 
strike direction. The conductors identified by the UTEM survey 
follow the same trends and are generally associated with magnetic 
highs. The low conductivities of the UTEM anomalies suggest that 
the sources are horizons of very minor sulphide and/or graphite 
mineralizat ion.

Submitted by:
R.W. Holroyd J 
Geophysicist 
Exploration, E.D.
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APPENDIX l

HOMA i - EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

UTEM

UTEM (University of Toronto Electro-Magnetometer) is a wideband, time- 
domain ground EM system which was designed to achieve the sensitivity 
and interpretability necessary to allow exploration in geophysically 
difficult areas, such as at large depths, in conductive terrains, and 
in areas of significant cultural noise (powerlines etc.) The UTEM 111 
system is microprocessor controlled and employs digital recording of the 
field data on a cassette tape.

The UTEM method utilizes a transmitted signal of low frequency and precise 
triangular waveform which is passed through a large fixed wire loop. The 
receiver sensor is a coil which, for this survey, measures the vertical 
magnetic component (Hz) of the local electromagnetic field and which responds 
to the time derivative of that field. The system is also capable of 
measuring other components, ie. the horizontal electromagnetic and electronic 
fields in the X and Y direction (Hx, Hy, Ex, and Ey respectively), but these 
components are usually used in specialized cases and are not used in standard 
practice.

Since the transmitted current waveform is triangular, a square wave will 
be detected at the receiver coil in the absence of any anomalous responses. 
Any distortions from the perfect square waveform are due to local electri 
cally conductive features (geological or cultural) and which constitute 
a UTEM anomaly. This distortion is measured at the receiver by determining 
the amplitude at 10 delay times which are the average over established time 
windows and which cover nearly the entire area between waveform transitions 
ie. from positive peak to negative peak. The time channels are set up in a 
binary fashion with the earliest and narrowest being channel 10, and the 
latest and widest being channel. Channel 1. Channel 10 is typically not 
processed due to its noisy nature and susceptibility to slight instrument 
drifting. The higher numbered channels (short time) correspond to high 
frequencies whereas the lower numbered channels (late time) correspond to 
low frequencies. Therefore responses on lower numbered channels reflect an 
increase in the conductivity of the anomalous body, such that a highly con 
ductive body (massive sulphides or graphite) will respond on all nine 
channels.

The base frequency of the system is selectable, usually about 30 or 15 Hz, 
0.5 Hz from a sub-harmonic of powerline frequency, causes the powerline 
interference to show up as slow beating in the received signal. An exper 
ienced operator can recognize this noise and average for a longer period 
of time to eliminate such effects and obtain a stable reading. The receiver 
is capable of stacking any pre-set number of cycles in order to increase the 
signal to noise ratio.

A fixed transmitter loop, Installed north of the grid, was used to carry 
out the survey, consisting of a single strand insulated wire, energized 
with current from a transmitter which is powered by a 1.75 kw motor gener 
ator. The loop was quite large being in the order of 5200' x 4000' and 
surveyed perpendicular to the south side of the loop. The grid lines were 
400 feet apart and readings were taken at 200 foot intervals, with 100 foot 
reading intervals used in anomalous areas.
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APPENDIX l - HOMA l - EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES CONI 1 D.

UTEH Contd.

A portable field computer which is part of the UTEM system, enables 
the processing, plotting and interpretation of the data during the 
survey. The data is digitally recorded by the receiver and is played 
back into the computer which remains in the base camp.

MAGNETICS

The property was covered by the EDA vertical gradiometer (Omnimag PPM- 
500), a microprocessor-based system which simultaneously measures the 
total field and the gradient of the total field. Due to problems with 
the gradient measurements, only the total field data were used. The 
diurnal variations were corrected automatically with the EDA PPM-375 
base station magnetometer. An accuracy of  2 gammas should be attained.



APPENDIX 2

HOMA 1 - PRESENTATION OF DATA

UTEM

The computer processing of the data produces profile plots of 9 channels 
for each line. Standard normalized plots {continuously normalized) 
are provided and this scheme is explained below.

As is a typical practice in UTEM surveys, data from channels 2 to 9 
are normalized to the channel l data. This is done since the primary 
field intensity attenuates rapidly with increasing distance from the 
transmitter loop and thus the secondary field must be normalized to 
that component (Hz for this survey) of the primary field. In areas 
where the ground response vanishes at late time, the channel 1 value is 
a direct measure of the primary field and is used to normalize the 
values of the earlier time channels. A calculated value of Hz is used 
to normalize channel 1, but relies on the positions of the loop and the 
receiver being accurately known. The normalizing scheme used is as 
follows:

Standard normali/ation (continuously normalized)

a) for channel 1:

^ Chl anomaly ** (Chl-P) x 100^
P

where Chl '** measured amplitude for channel 1

P ** primary field from the loop at that station

b) for channels 2 to 9

3, Chn anomaly ^ (Chn-Chl) x 100&
Chl

where Chn ** measured amplitude of channel n (n e 2 to 9)

The UTEM data are plotted in profile form on three separate axes. 
Channel 1 data are plotted on the bottom axis, channels 2 to 9 on the 
middle axis, and channels 5 to 9 on the top axis. The channel 5 pro 
files are plotted on both the middle and top axes as a reference 
between early and late time channels since it is usually necessary to 
plot them on different vertical scales.

MAGNETICS

The total field magnetics data is presented in al"*400' contour plan map, 
with a contour interval of 20 gammas. The conductor axes are interpreted 
parameters are also plotted on this map to show the relationship between 
the magnetic and EM results.

3.
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SUMMARY

During the winter of 1983, UTEM (time domain EM) and magnetic surveys 
were carried out on the HOMA-II property. This property is located in 
the north-central portion of Matheson Twp., with its northern boundary 
along the Matheson-Evelyn township line. The city of Timmins is about 
30 km to the southwest of the survey area. The target of the program 
was a volcanogenic base metal sulphide deposit.

The survey outlined several very weak east-west conductive trends, all 
of low conductivity-width, typically l mho. These features represent 
either minor sulphide and/or graphite mineralization in the bedrock, or 
possibly conductivities within the overburden. In either case these 
anomalies are of no interest as base metal targets.

INTRODUCTION

Exploration for base metal sulphides was carried out on the HOMA-II pro 
perty during the period April 5~12, 1983. This was a geophysical program 
which consisted of 6.5 miles of UTEM and magnetic surveys. Those involved 
in the survey were K.N. Hendry (senior geophysicist), R.W. Holroyd 
(geophysicist) and R.D. Lavigne (technician). The area has a thick 
overburden cover and no outcrop exists on the property. A powerline, 
which runs north-south about 'lO' east of line 00 coupled with the con 
ductive overburden, caused some background noise which was removed by 
extended averaging times. Line 00 was not surveyed due to the influence 
of the nearby powerlines.

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 

See Appendix l attached. 

PRESENTATION OF DATA 

See Appendix 2 attached.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The geophysical program produced several very weakly anomalous UTEM responses, 
none of which represents any significant concentration of sulphides. All 
these conductive features trend east-west, which is the expected strike 
direction of the local geology, but the conductivity-widths are low (O mho) 
and unrelated to the magnetics, and thus are not due to massive sulphides. 
The depths to the top of the conductors are in the range of 150-175'. 
The magnetic contours map of the property is quite featureless.



HOMA-I! cont'd

CONCLUSIONS

The overburden In this area has a conductivity of 0.3 mhos 
as manifest in the UTEM profiles for the early time channels.

The east-west conductive trends suggest that these anomalies 
may be due to bedrock sources. However, the low conductivities 
indicate only minor mineralization, whether sulphide or graphite, 
and therefore these anomalies are of no interest in the explor 
ation for massive sulphides. The featureless magnetic contour 
pattern suggests that the underlying stratigraphy is relatively 
homogeneous.

No further geophysical work is recommended on the property.

Submitted by:
RYW.^Hblrbyd 
Geophysicist 
Exploration, E.D.
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APPENDIX l

HOMA l) - EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

UTEM

UTEM (University of Toronto Electro-Magnetometer) is a wideband, time- 
domain ground EM system which was designed to achieve the sensitivity 
and interpretability necessary to allow exploration in geophysical ly 
difficult areas, such as at large depths, in conductive terrains, and 
in areas of significant cultural noise {powerlines etc.) The UTEM lil 
system is microprocessor controlled and employs digital recording of the 
field data on a cassette tape.

The UTEM method utilixes a transmitted signal of low frequency and precise 
triangular waveform which is passed through a large fixed wire loop. The 
receiver sensor is a coil which, for this survey, measures the vertical 
magnetic component (Hz) of the local electromagnetic field and which responds 
to the time derivative of that field. The system is also capable of 
measuring other components, ie. the horizontal electromagnetic and electronic 
fields In the X and Y direction (Hx, My, Ex, and Ey respectively and are not 
used in standard surveying practice.

Since the transmitted current waveform is triangular, a square wave will 
be detected at the receiver coil in the absence of any anomalous responses. 
Any distortions from the perfect square waveform are due to local electri 
cally conductive features {geological or cultural) and which constitute 
a UTEM anomaly. This distortion is measured at the receiver by determining 
the amplitude at 10 delay times which are the average over established time 
windows and which cover nearly the entire area between waveform transitions, 
ie. from positive peak to negative peak. The time channels are set up in a 
binary fashion with the earliest and narrowest being channel 10, and the 
latest and widest being channel 1. Channel 10 is typically not processed due 
to its noisy nature and susceptibility to slight instrument drifting. The 
higher numbered channels (short time) correspond to high frequencies whereas 
the lower numbered channels (late time) corresponds to low frequencies. 
Therefore responses on lower numbered channels reflect an increase in the con 
ductivity of the anomalous body, such that a highly conductive body (massive 
sulphides or graphite) will respond on all nine channels.

The base frequency of the system is selectable, usually about 30 or 15 Hz, 
0.5 Hz from a sub-harmonic of powerline frequency, causes the powerline 
interference to show up as slow beating in the received signal. An 
experienced operator can recognize this noise and average for a longer 
period of time to eliminate such effects and obtain a stable reading. The 
receiver Is capable of stacking any pre-set number of cycles In order to 
increase the signal to noise ratio.

A fixed transmitter loop was used to carry out the survey, consisting of 
single strand insulated wire, energized with current from a transmitter 
which is powered by a 1.75 kw motor generator. The loop was large,being 
about 5200' x 2600' ( and lines were surveyed perpendicular to the 
north side of the loop. The grid lines were ^00 feet apart and readings 
were taken at 200 foot intervals, except in anomalous areas where a 100 foot 
reading interval was used.

A portable field computer which is part of the UTEM system, enables the 
processing, plotting and interpretation of the data during the survey. 
The data is digitally recorded by the receiver and is played back into the 
computer which remains in the base camp. '



APPENDIX l - HOMA 11 - EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES CONT'D

MAGNETICS

A Geometrics GM-122 proton precession total field magnetometer was 
used to carry out the magnetic survey. Diurnal variations were 
corrected using a base station magnetometer. An accuracy of  5 gammas 
should be attained in the total field data.



APPENDIX 2

HOMA 11 - PRESENTATION OF DATA

UT E M

The computer processing of the data produces profile plots of 9 channels 
for each line. Standard normalized plots (continuously normalized) 
are provided and this scheme is explained below.

As is a typical practice in UTEM surveys, data from channels 2 to 9 
are normalized to the channel 1 data. This is done since the primary 
field intensity attenuates rapidly with increasing distance from the 
transmitter loop and thus the secondary field must be normalized to 
that component (Hz for this survey) of the primary field. In areas 
where the ground response vanishes at late time, the channel l value is 
a direct measure of the primary field and is used to normalize the 
values of the earlier time channels. A calculated value of Hz is used 
to normalize channel 1, but relies on the positions of the loop and the 
receiver being accurately known. The normalizing scheme used is as follows:

Standard normalization (continuously normalized)

a) for channel 1:

Z C hl anomaly = (chl-P) x 100^
P

where Chl - measured amplitude for channel 1

P = primary field from the loop at that station

b) for channels 2 to S :

Z C hn anomaly - (Chn-Chl) x 100^
Chl

where Chn - measured amplitude of channel n (n s 2 to 9)

The UTEM data are plotted in profile form on three separate axes. 
Channel 1 data are plotted on the bottom axis, channels 2 to 5 on the 
middle axis, and channels 5 to 9 on the top axis. The channel 5 pro 
files are plotted on both the middle and top axes as a reference 
between early and late time channels since it is usually necessary to 
plot them on different vertical scales.

MAGNETICS

The total field magnetics data 5s presented in a l "^00- contour plan map, 
with a contour interval of 20 gammas. The conductor axes are interpreted 
.parameters are also plotted on this map to show the relationship between 
the magnetic and EM results.
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SUMMARY

A magnetic and UTEM (time domain EM) program was carried out on the Homa- 
III property during the winter of 1983. The property is located about 
35 km northeast of the city of Timmins, on the north boundary of Matheson 
Twp., west of Frederick House Lake. The target of the program was a volcano 
genic massive sulphide deposit.

Several east-west trending conductors were outlined by the survey, none of 
which have any magnetic correlation. One conductor extends across the 
central portion of the grid and represents some formational feature, whereas 
others on the property have a short strike length. Conductivity-widths 
for all conductors on the property are 0.5 mhos, indicating that no massive 
sulphides were detected.

INTRODUCTION

During the period April 12-20, 1983, Cominco Ltd. personnel carried out 
geophysical surveys on the Homa-lll property. These surveys consisted of 
10.5 miles of UTEM and magnetics coverage on six claims of the property. 
Those involved in the geophysical program were K.N. Hendry (senior 
geophysicist), R.W.Holroyd (geophysicis-), and R.D. Lavigne (technician). 
The area has a thick overburden cover and no outcrop is known.

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

The UTEM method is described in Appendix 1.

This survey was carried out using normal UTEM operating procedures. 
A transmitting loop approximately l mile by i mile, fronted on the 
baseline was used for the survey. The operating frequency was 30,9 
Hz. The magnetic coverage was done with a total field proton pre 
cession magnetometer and is described in Appendix 1.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

See Appendix 2 attached.



HOMA-i M cont'd

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The magnetic survey showed very low magnetic relief, though it suggests 
an E-W trend to the underlying geology. The only distinctive magnetic 
feature is a narrow high (200tf's) which extends across the southern part 
of the grid.

The overburden in this area has a conductivity of 0.3 mhos as manifest 
in the UTEM profiles for the early time channels.

The EM survey located several poorly conducting features, which trend 
east-west. The conductivity widths are typically 0.5 mhos, suggesting 
low concentrations of metallic sulphides or graphite in the bedrock, or 
overburden anomalies. A steep dip is indicated, and depths range from 

to 180'.

CONCLUSIONS

Seven low conductivity conductors were located as a result of the UTEM 
survey, none of which has potential as massive sulphide mineralization.

The magnetic survey outlined the east-west strike direction, but showed 
no correlation with the UTEM anomalies.

Submitted by: . _
' f jm- -m- F'^T T '- ' m ^ ~. wr ~, ~ r'
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Geophysicist 
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APPENDIX l

HOMA 111 - EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

UT E H

UTEM (University of Toronto Electro-Magnetometer) is a wideband, time- 
domain ground EM system which was designed to achieve the sensitivity 
and interpretabil ity necessary to allow exploration in geophysical ly 
difficult areas, such as at large depths, in conductive terrains, and 
in areas of significant cultural noise (pov/erlines etc.) The UTEM 111 
system is microprocessor controlled and employs digital recording of the 
field data on a cassette tape.

The UTEM method utilizes a transmitted signal of low frequency and precise 
triangular waveform which is passed through a large fixed wire loop. The 
receiver sensor is a coil which, for this survey, measures the vertical 
magnetic component (Hz) of the local electromagnetic field and which responds 
to the time derivative of that field. The system is also capable of 
measuring other components, 5e. the horizontal electromagnetic and electronic 
fields in the X and Y direction (Hx, Hy, Ex, and Ey respectively and are not 
used in standard surveying practice.

Since the transmitted current waveform is triangular, a square wave will 
be detected at the receiver coil in the absence of any anomalous responses. 
Any distortions from the perfect square waveform are due to local electri 
cally conductive features (geological or cultural) and which constitute 
a UTEM anomaly. This distortion is measured at the receiver by determining 
the amplitude at 10 delay times which are the average over established time 
windows and which cover nearly the entire area between waveform transitions, 
ie. from positive peak to negative peak. The time channels are set up in a 
binary fashion with the earliest and narrowest being channel 10, and the 
latest and widest being channel 1. Channel 10 is typically not processed due 
to its noisy nature and susceptibility to slight instrument drifting. The 
higher numbered channels (short time) correspond to high frequencies whereas 
the lower numbered channels (late time) corresponds to low frequencies. 
Therefore responses on lower numbered channels reflect an increase in the con 
ductivity of the anomalous body, such that a highly conductive body (massive 
sulphides or graphite) will respond on all nine channels.

The base frequency of the system is selectable, usually about 30 or 15 Hz, 
0.5 Hz from a sub-harmonic of powerline frequency, causes the powerline 
interference to show up as slow beating in the received signal. An 
experienced operator can recognize this noise and average for a longer 
period of time to eliminate such effects and obtain a stable reading. The 
receiver is capable of stacking any pre-set number of cycles in order to 
increase the signal to noise ratio.

A fixed transmitter loop was used to carry out the survey, consisting of 
single strand insulated wire, energized with current from a transmitter 
which is powered by a 1.75 kw motor generator. The loop was large,being 
about 5200' x ^tOOO'^and lines were surveyed perpendicular to the 
south side of the loop. The grid lines were 400 feet apart and readings 
were taken at 200 foot intervals, except in anomalous areas where a 100 foot 
reading interval was used.

A portable field computer which is part of the UTEM system, enables the 
processing, plotting and interpretation of the data during the survey. 
The data is digitally recorded by the receiver and is played back into the 
computer which remains in the base camp.



APPENDIX 1 - HOMA 111 - EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES COMT'D

MAGNETICS

A Geometrics GM-122 proton precession total field magnetometer was 
used to carry out the magnetic survey. Diurnal variations were 
corrected using a looping technique in which a series of base 
stations are established along the baseline and tied into at hourly 
intervals. An accuracy of 4- 10 gammas should be obtained.



APPENDIX 2

HOMA 111 - PRESENTATION OF DATA

UTEM

The computer processing of the data produces profile plots of 9 channels 
for each line. Standard normalized plots (continuously normalized) 
are provided and this scheme is explained below.

As is a typical practice in UTEM surveys, data from channels 2 to 9 
are normalized to the channel 1 data. This is done since the primary 
field intensity attenuates rapidly with increasing distance from the 
transmitter loop and thus the secondary field must be normalized to 
that component (Hz for this survey) of the primary field. In areas 
where the ground response vanishes at late time, the channel 1 value is 
a direct measure of the primary field and is used to normalize the 
values of the earlier time channels. A calculated value of Hz is used 
to normalize channel 1, but relies on the positions of the loop and the 
receiver being accurately known. The normalizing scheme used Is as 
follows:

Standard normalization (continuously normalized)

a) for channel 1:

fc Chl anomaly ** (Chl-P) x ID.0%
P

where Chl s measured amplitude for channel 1

P - primary field from the loop at that station

b) for channels 2 to 9

D4 C hn anomaly = (Chn-Chl) x 100&
Chl

where Chn - measured amplitude of channel n (n " 2 to 9)

The UTEM data are plotted in profile form on three separate axes. 
Channel 1 data are plotted on the bottom axis, channels 2 to 9 on the 
middle axis, and channels 5 to 9 on the top axis. The channel 5 pro 
files are plotted on both the middle and top axes as a reference 
between early and late time channels since it is usually necessary to 
plot them on different vertical scales.

MAGNETICS

The total field magnetics data is presented in al"*400' contour plan map, 
with a contour interval of 20 gammas. The conductor axes are interpreted 
parameters are also plotted on this map to show the relationship between 
the magnetic and EM results.
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TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s) Electromagnetic and Magnetic fibt!f
Township or Area Matheson-Evel yn-Hoy 1 e f/oMfl J (MH*

Claim Holder(s) Cominco Ltd.

Survey Company Cominco Ltd

Author of Repnri R. W. Holroyd

Address nf Author 863 Boxworth Place. Pickftrinn. Onr .

Covering Dates of Surv 

Total Miles of Line Cut

e.y March 11-16, 198^
(linecutting to office)

9.02

SPECIAL PROVISIONS DAYS 
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ENTER 40 days (inc 
line cutting) for first 
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ENTER 20 days for 
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— Magnetom^TT.
— Radiometrir. .

^K Geological. ,,...,. ,
Geochemical .
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS -- If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations _____ ]^1 _________________ Number of Readings EM - ^80 Mag 1002 

Station interval -———-— IQO' _____________________ Line spacing ——————.—-—-—-————
Profile scale _____ EM (3 Axes) - l" - 2 0ig. 1" - 503;. 1" - 200^ _____^___________

Contour interval _____ 20 gammas - Hag _______________________________________

Instrument ___ EDA (Omnimaq PPH-gOO) Vertical Gradiometer ———^^-^.^-^————^-—-————.
u

Accuracy — Scale constant * O- 5 gammas —.^——.——.——-----———————.—-———--—————--—' —
Diurnal correction method Base Station Magnetometer - Automatic Correction -—————— 

Base Station check-in interval (hours) ̂ ^—^^—-——-^^——————-—.——————————^.—.——^—.—

o

Base Station location and value _____ Tri l l i urn Motel - 56*tOO -

ELECTROMAGNETIC

Instrument

Coil configuration 
Coil separation

Accuracy
Method: 

Frequency

UTEM

Fixed Transmitter Loop
N/A

±0.5*
SI Fixed transmitter 

30.5 Hz

(Tui-am-typp) , Moving R^^^Jvr

CD Shoot back CD In line CD Parallel line

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters measured (Hz) Vertical Component

Instrument.
Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument 
Z Method D Time Domain D Frequency Domain

NDUCED POIARIZATIO
Parameter

Ht— *

HH
H C/3
W ^W P oxver
(A 

Electrode
Electrode

s — On time

- Off time

— Delay time .

— Tntepration timeo

r* **Vil \7

soacine .

Frequency

Ranpe
i .; ' - '' ; ' 'v "' "

Type of electrode



SELF POTENTIAL
Instrument_________________________________________ Range.
Survey Method _____.-—-—————————^——-————————————^———^-—

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC
Instrument.
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels) -——————-^^-^—-————.————————.——-———

Height of instrument______________________________Background Count. 

Size of detector—-——-———-—————-——^^^——^——-———————-————————

Overburden —-————-—————-——-—————.——--—^-————--—^—--—————-—
(type, depth — include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 
Type of survey—————————^—^—————————— 
Instrument .——..———--—————^^———————.
Accuracy—-———————-——-—-———————-^—
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 
Type of survey(s) ——— 
Instrument(s) —————

{specify for each type of survey) 
Accuracy————--^^^^^———^

(specify for each type of survey)

Aircraft used.-^————-—-——-—-^——-—————————————
Sensor altitude——^—^^———————— 

Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude_______________________________Line Sparing 
Miles flown over total area________________________Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples- 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)

Average Sample Weight—————— 

Method of Collection————————

Soil Horizon Sampled. 

Horizon Development- 
Sample Depth—————
Terrain——^—————

Drainage Development———————————— 

Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODS 

Values expressed in: per cent 
p.p. m. 
p. p. b.

D 
D
D

Cu, Pb, 

Others—

Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circle)

Field Analysis (.
Extraction Method. 

Analytical Method- 

Reagents Used ——
Field Laboratory Analysis

No. —————————

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis ————

Extraction Method- 

Analytical Method. 
Reagents Used———

Commercial Laboratory {- 

Name of Laboratory.— 

Extraction Method —— 

Analytical Method—— 

Reagents Used ————

.tests)

.tests)

.tests)

General-
General .



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

5
Z 
O
W 
W

S

Type of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holder(s)—

Electromagnetic and Magnetic 

Matheson Twp - Homa 111 Claims 

Com inco

Survey Company Cominco Ltd

Author of Report R.W. Holroyd

Address of Author 863 Boxworth Place. Pickering. Ont. 

Covering Dates of Survey April H-21 . 1^83——————
(linecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line Cut. 11.S

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS 
~ L . , per claimGeophysical
—Electromagnetic———kfl—
—Magnetometer____?n

—Radiometric————————
—Other____________ 
Geological ———————— 
Geochemical————————

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric

HATF.- June 2 k, l
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SIGNATURE:
Auflior t)f Report pr Agint
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File No. Type Date Claim Holder

RECEIVED
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(prefix) 

P

TOTAL CLAIMS.

(number)
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6503^1

6503^*2

683372

683373

68337*1

683375

683376

683377

651185

651186

12

837 (5/79)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations_________1155_____________Number of Readings Mag 1300. UTEM 600

Station interval '00' Hag 200' UTEM___________Line sparing ^00'——————-—————————— 

Profile srale UTEM (3 Axes) - l" - 20^. 1" - 50^, l" - 200^-———-—————-^-—--^

Contour interval ________________________________________________________——

Instrument——.-—.Geometric BM-122 Proton Magnetometer

H

PI

Hv-^

< rt 
O

/^\O1

N̂
H

rt fc^ '

H

Accuracy — Scale constant ____Jl 2 gammas
m
g Diurnal correction method Looping - Tie Into Base Stations

Base Station check-in interval (hours) ____ l Hr
Base Station location and value At Intersections of Baseline and Survey Lines

Instrument _____ UTEM 111

Coil configuration Horizontlal (Turam-Typp.)

Coil separation ______ N/A . 

Accuracy __________ 4-0.
Method: Q Fixed transmitter O Shoot back CZ3 In line CD Parallel line

^
S
H
Q Frequency______ju^x-HZ——————————————.————————

(specify V.L.F. station) 

Parameters measured H? - Vftrrir.al C

Instrument

Scale constant
Corrections made.

Base station value and location

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument ———————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Method D Time Domain D Frequency Domain

P Parameters - On time __________________________ Frequency.
< -Off time____________^______' Range.

— Delay time —————————^——-...^^——^————

— Integration time . 

Power _______________
2
QW
D Electrode array.
Q
Z E lectrode spacing

Type of electrode



SELF POTENTIAL
Instrument___________________________________________ Range.
Survey Method -—-———————^—-————-——-——-—^——————-————————.

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC
Instrument.
Values measured

Energy windows (levels)———————--*-—-—.—-.———.—.^—.———....—...-...^-^——.—
Height of instrument____________________________Background Count. 
Size of detector-——————————-—.-——-————^——^——.—-——...—.———^-^.—-
Overburden ————..—.—.--.-————--—.---——..——---.--.---.——-—^——-.^.^-..^———.

(type, depth — include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 
Type of survey———..—...-—————..-——..—.——.

Instrument -^^——————-—————————————
Accuracy__________________________
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 
Type of survey(s) ——— 

Instrument(s) —————
(specify for each type of survey) 

Accuracy——————————————
(specify for each type of survey) 

Aircraft used _____________.——-———...——.———.-———-——

Sensor altitude-
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude_______________________________Line Spacing—— 
Miles flown over total area__________________________Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)

Average Sample Weight_______ 
Method of Collection.———-———

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth_____
Terrain—————^——

Drainage Development———-^—————— 
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODS 
Values expressed in: per cent 

p. p. m. 
p. p. b.

D 
Dn

Cu, Pb, 

Others —

Zn, Ni,'-Coi Ag, Mo, As.-(circle)

Field Analysis
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method- 
Reagents Used ——

Field Laboratory Analysis
No. ——————^^—

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis ————

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method . 
Reagents Used ——

Commercial Laboratory (- 
Name of Laboratory_ 
Extraction Method—— 

Analytical Method ——
Reagents Used -———-

.tests)

-tests)

-tests)

General. General.



Ontario
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
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983 SlfiN;
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netic , Radiomrtrir
lays per claim)

y
S ' S ' . ' ' ' .'

kTIIRF.-
Author of Report or Agent

Qualifications r S\ir^y^ .^^•/^f^t^f
^ S / l 

Date Claim Holder

..............,. RECEIVED
, HJL 1 i 1983

•MlNING-LANDS'-SECnON" 1 " 1 "

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)
P 6503A7

P 6503^8

P 6^0?45

p 650350
P 659351

,,,,,,,,P,..........,,..,,,...^.935.?.,....,
,. ,.^.........,...............B.Q353........

p 650351*

TOTAL CI, A IMS 8

If space insufficient, attach list

83? (5/79)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS - If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Stations ____Z50__________________Number of Readings Mag - 750. UTEM - 330 

Station interval Mag -100' UTEH - 200'_________Line sparing *tOO '___________________

Profile srale UTEM - 3 Scales - (1" ~ 20*. l" - 50^. l" - 200^————^.——————————.

Contour interval _______20 gammas.^-^-^———.————^—.————^—-—-——.———^^.^^^—-————

Instrument Geometrics GM-122 Proton Magnetometer———....————————————.—^——
u
f-; Accuracy — Scale constant j^ 2 gammas____________________________________——^—

^ Diurnal correction method Looping - Tie Into Base Stations-—.^—^^-^————..————-——. 

^ Base Station check-in interval (hours)____1 Hr^—-—^—..-.....——-^.^.^—.^.————,———.—————-.^-^^——

O

z

Base Station location and value At Intersections of Baseline and Survey Lines

Instrument ____UTEM 111-—-—-^^——————-—.—————-——^^-——-——.———-———^—

Coil configuration Horizontal (Turam-type).^——^—————-—^————————^^—————————^^.^

Coil separation ____N/A—-———-^-—-——.--—-—--——^-^—-——-.^-—-^-——————---—^.^--—.—-^———--

Accuracy______^ Q.5%-—^——————————.^-————^-——-^——^^-^—^^^^^.^^^^^^

Method: H Fixed transmitter C! Shoot back D In line CD Parallel line

Frequency_____30.5 Hz_______________________.——-——-——.——---——————.^-^.^—-——
(specify V.L.F. station)

Instrument ——— 
Scale constant -— 
Corrections made.

Base station value and location

Elevation accuracy. 

Instrument ————
Method D Time Domain D Frequency Domain

NDUCED POLARIZATIO
Parameters — On time

JH -Off time
H 
^ — Delay time

y5 — Integration time

tij Power

Electrode array ——————————————

Electrode snarine

Frequency
Range

- ' ' . -' ' ' -

Type of electrode



SELF POTENTIAL
Instrument_________________________________________ Range.
Survey Method .——^—.———-——^—-——-——————————^-——^——-^-.——--^

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC
Instrument.
Values measured

Energy windows (levels)________,———-—^^—--——--—---—.-——.—......———

Height of instrument___________________________Background Count.

Size of detector-—-—-^——-—-.—..--.^.^^^^^.—.^——-.———...-.-...^.-—.——.-,--.— 

Overburden ̂ ————————--^—^—-————-——.————.—————.————..—.—--.^——^—
(type, depth — include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 
Type of survey————-—-—--—-——-——-———-———— 
Instrument -——-——————————-—^—-————.

Accuracy-————---^.^—.^-———.———.—-—-.^^—-—.

Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 

Type of survey(s)———— 

Instrumcnt(s) ————
(specify for each type of survey) 

Accuracy—.———————————.———
(specify for each type of survey)

Aircraft used _____________ -~——————————————————

Sensor altitude.
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude_______________________________Line Sparing 
Miles flown over total area________________________Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)

Average Sample Weight——————— 
Method of Collection—————^-^—

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth—————
Terrain————————

Drainage Development———————————— 
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODS

Values expressed in: per cent
p. p. m. 
p. p. b.

a 
a 
a

Cu, Pb, 

Others—

Zn, Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circlc)

Field Analysis
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method- 
Reagents Used__

Field Laboratory Analysis
No. -—-———————

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, screening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis-———

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method - 
Reagents Used——

Commercial Laboratory (- 
Name of Laboratory^ 
Extraction MpfhnH 

Analytical Method ——
Reagents Used --———

.tests)

-tests)

-tests)

General. General.



Ontario

Ministry of
Natural
Ri^Kces

Geotechnical
Report
Approval

File

Mining Lands Comments

To: Geophysics

Comments

] Approved ] W ish to tee again with correctiont

To: Geology - Expenditures

Comments

(~| Approved l Wish to see again with corrections
Date Signature

To: Geochemistry

Comments

|""| Approved l l Wish to tee again with corrections
Date Signature

*

t j [To: Mining Lands Section, Room 6462, Whitney Block. (Tel: 5-1380)

1693(81/10)



1983 07 14 2.5681

Mr. William L. Good
Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
60 Wilson Avenue
Timmins, Ontario
P4N 2S7

Dear Sir:

We have received reports and maps for a Geophysical 
(Electromagnetic and Magnetometer) survey submitted under 
Special Provisions (credit for Performance and Coverage) 
on mining claims P618963 et al 1n the Townships of Matheson, 
Hoyle and Evelyn.

This material will be examined and assessed and a statement 
of assessment work credits will be Issued.

We do not have a copy of the report of work which Is normally 
filed with you prior to the submission of this technical data. 
Please forward a copy as soon as possible.
Yours very truly,

E.F. Anderson
Director
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6450 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-1380

A. Barr:me
cc: Comlnco Ltd 

Suite 1700
120 Adelaide Street West 
Toronto, Ontario M5H 1T1

cc: Mr. R.W. Holroyd 
863 Boxworth Place 
Pickering, Ontario 
LIW 2K9



Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Report of Work
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

The Mining Act

Instructions: - Please type or print,
— If number of mining claims traversed

exceeds space on this form, attach a list.
Note: — Only days credits calculated in the

"Expenditures" section may be entered
in the "Expend. Days Cr." columns,

- Do not use shaded areas below.
Type of Survey(s)

Electromagnetic S, Magnetic
Claim Holder(s)~~

Cominco Ltd.

Township or Area

Hatheson-Hoy1e-Evelyn
Prospector's Licence No.rospoctor

A 100*(3
Address

1700-120 Adelaide St.W. Toronto, Ont. M5H 1T1
Survey Company

Cominco Ltd.
Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Technical report)

_____R.W. Holr-oyd -863 Boxworth Place, Pickering, Ont.

Date of Survey (from S to)
/l .03 f* \J/ O*/
Day l Mo. J Yr. j Day J Mo. | Vr.

Total Miles of line Cut

29

Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:
Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total (s) here

RECE 
.mi i

Airborne CreM}N , NG ^

Note: Special provisions 
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometric 

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Geophysical 

- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometrici \i t. n
DUtfcrfc/

iW
Geochemical

DS SECTION
Electromagnetic 

Magnetometer 

Radiometric

Days per 
Claim

1*0

20

Days per 
Claim

Days per 
Claim

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)

Type of Work Performed

Performed on Claim(s)

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

Instructions
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
In columns at right.

Mining Claim
Prefix

P

,.,;'Y

1

Number

618963

61896**
**52*t9**
**52**95
**52**96
**52**97

6328**8
6328**9
632850
63285L
6503*^)\ l^H®7 ^

MCW
650350
650351
650352
650353
65035**
650339
6503*tO
6503**!
6503**2
683372

Expend. 
Days Cr.

60

60
60
60
60
60
60
60

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60*

60

Mining Claim
Prefix

P

-

Number

683373
68337**
683775
683376
683377
651185
651186

'

Expend. 
Days Cr.

60
60
60

60
60
60

60

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 3Q 
report of work.

Date 
/l

Chertification Verifying Report of Work

For Office Use Only
Total Days Cr. 
Recorded

Date Recorded

Date Approved as Recorded

Mining Recorder

Branch Director

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying

R.W. Holroyd, 863 Boxworth Place, Pickering, Ontario s,
Date Certified

June 29, 1983
,2 (81/9)
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C/l

10
*5^
H

LU 
<
LJ

l/D
B. D.

Little ;Twp.

Nerande iu

7J0596 [700591

Liz or dt
-, B

rOOSOS [T5BT4J 8 700697 700*96

700792 ' 700793 17/00802 i 757045683583^582582 

P

730793 1700798 l 7B08O3 17570447007B8 68IW65

p Clearwater LP i p
7007:J4 7007y7 17008047007-2 700773

700778 i 700761

IP
709332 j

(6^/50/70067

709358 17093^^00676

693898 699(16 

P

703670 ]700 \J67J

698753 698756 c.98343 j 6&900700769 j700~66

6*^013 .C-*10 --l-y
D '

652571 , 652572

6844L4 i 68442 X

653745 .65Z744 652^751 16527Z 3"~~-

652738 '652753 C527G6 (652771

452500'6I7738 624601 !624600

Matheson Twp.

Q.

33
o
c o •o
c
13
Q

THE TOWNSHIP 
OF

EVELYN
DISTRICT OF 
COCHRANE
PORCUPINE 

MINING DIVISION
SCALE: 1-INCH* 40 CHAINS

LEGEND
PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES

NOTES
This township lies within the Municipality 
of CITY of TIMMINS,

withdrawn from staking under S* c t ion
cf the Mining Act ( ^ ) is/-.,)
. . File Date Disposition

Q) W. 28/75 134839 
@ W. 19/78 198543 

J*j) Geological Nature Reserve

@ Public Access Res. 136416 
("t M.N.R. Reserve , S.R.O. 

^ Public. Accen Ret . s.P.O. 

{r) Public Access Res. . S.R O

4/6/75 

-10/4^78

4/2/80

9/7/56 
25/7/58, 

8 /I1/56 

20/9/56

S.R.O. 

S.R.O. 

File 188543

S.H.O.
File I607Q5

File 134836

FiK 134833

4QO' S urface right: reservation around a ll lakes A* nvtrs .

Flooding Rights Reserved to 903' Contour to 
H.E.P.C. Around Frederick House Lake.

PLAN NO- M-277

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

d

m 
m?

i-

ĉr

LO

42A11NE0598 2.5681 EVELYN 300



Evelyn Twp.

SSSIOS'SSSIOS

93109| 393108 650341 I65034Z393105)393104
683574 683375——-f-r-

528373 '52B372

P l P 

525091 .52837

SI7734 1617733'
, .4- — .— -i

528387 528386 525298i525299OR*VEL 1(528351
651186 .651185

F23T33 CV p
14134 ff '

5^1*5^*2835*:

P , P 

528395,528392

P P

528362 1528360
l •-p"-,——p--

5030261528361

515774 '515771

P ' P 

515773 1515772

P ' P 

5283941528393
528344 1528343 528354 |528353

-5I5JL6 L- JJ1 5768 
P ' P

528336 6II49O 528059)528062 
. l

515766 515765

443342^443343
— — — -f— —~ — —

P l R

443340.443341 , 44333! .443339

2U r * i
'J '-S '-' L J P

528331

52839l"hS25349
528383,5C83BO443329

P , P
•O *5*i l 306567

44333B ! 443336
H 
P.

308556 1909537
CD ! ©M^ i tijrf

p. i P.
308569 l 3O8562

© 528419 '528418
J___ -

—— "t" R"~ 

l 308561 ©
308351 130*? f. 2

61I425J6II42.,

6SII37 j 651136

20260 120261

SOS 398-, 308597
6RfJ flCS. ^

(D 20479 20282

565549^83548
h*

P

58955 585550-

576993 5769921576994
30380j "

Z0204 (20202

20205 20203 26151 26150

12

43A11NE0598 2 .5681 EVELYN
Cody Twp.

IB.D.

Q.

O
E
a5 O

THE TOWNSHIP 
OF

MATHESON
DISTRICT OF 
COCHRANE

PORCUPINE 
MINING DIVISION

SCALE' HNCH* 40 CHAINS

LEGEND
PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING XS HIGHWAYS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES 
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES

NOTES
Reserve Flooding Rights to 903' Contour to 
H.E.P.C. on Frederick House River.

400' Surface rights re**rvatron around all fakes jt 
river*.

This township lies within the Municipality 
of CITY of TIMMINS.

RESERVATIONS:

SAND AND GRAVEL
(G) QIMRPY PERMIT

(ST) MMR GRAVEL RESERVE FILE 2 4648

PLAN NO.- M-297
O VI A R K)

MINISTRY OF N MURAL RESOURCES
Vfc PING



ro
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a.
H
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Gu 
(T

PF.K.

GOWAN TWP. (M. 285)

758048 '7\S8047 59550T ' 5955IC

96919 l 96920

P . P 
969I8 l 9692I

-D

, © 
96695 l 96696

©
96697 l 96698

P l P

© 
96700 |9669936702 . 96701~- r 214258 i 214231

214255 21422896705 i 96706 

f1 ' P ~ ~"~
- -i ™ _ . —

! 
5565^2 1*63531

P , P 

568S2 " \ 5 68527

55S i :, l S 55 II 9568411 .567199

\,' ? 5555I20568412 ,587I9B

516167 .516165
. ,

D l OP KP

508692 ISOE69I44 \70I l 44708rT~(pyr ~
516163 . 516160 92242 92243

92244 /i 92245
651019* 65016

397631 l 397629
71657 75823

89860 .8986""(D\ P-~~(D

89859 i'189658

MRO (DI MRO 

93413 SRO 9341225894 l 2569525891 25/893

, 93116 SRO V- /SRO 
I

90075 9432625890 .215892

12
8I0 04' 28"

WHITNEY TWP. (M. 319)

THF TOWNSHIP
nr

HOYLE
DISTRICT O c
COCHRANE 

PORCUPINE
MINING DIVISION 

SCALE: 1-INCH 40 CHAINS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND
CROWN LAND SflLE
LEASES
LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES
CANCELLED

**

L*
W.

NOTES

4001 Surface Rights Reservation a long the 
shores of all lakes a nd rivers.

This township l ies w ithin the Municipality 
of C ITY of TIMMINS.

Ont Ncrtnlord fi w y sptr hne R/W patented for S.R O.
File 177607

Areas w ithdrawn from staking under Section
36 of the Mining Act ' R s o 1980 J. 
Ord,."- *jo. File D ate Disposition

W 3/83 63 M.R.O

PLAN NO. M. 287
ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

42A11NEC598 2 .5681 EVELYN
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TOO* 
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650-700

LEGEND

600-650 INSTRUMENT EDA PPM 5OO

BASE STATION EDA PPM 400
550-600 

ADD 99,000 TO ALL READINGS

CONTOUR INTERVAL - 2O GAMMAS
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EASTERN DISTRICT
Tracedty

UTEM AND MAGNETIC COMPILATION

ONTARIO ex -,^w
Scale

1 inch * 40O fctt
Half

April 1983
Plale

H w t'-j "6
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EASTERN DISTRICT 1

Drawn by
K.N.H

Hev,s-i1 c, Td'*

1^.

Traced by
HOMA H. GRID 
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ONTARIO NTS 4 2- A- 10
Scale Date
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